Introduction
Let B be an arbitrary Banach space with the norm || • ||. Denote by C(X,Y) the set of continuous functions defined in X taking values in YjX.Y being arbitrarily metric spaces.
For x = (x /l ,...,x n ), y = (y^,... ,y Q ) e R n (R n -real space of dimension n) we define x^y as x^ for i=1,...,n. We denote by [ . | the norm in R n . Let G c R^ be a compact set, where R + = [0, +°o) and G(x) = {$« ^ e G, ^ < xj.
We shall consider the integral-functional equation (1) u(x) = F ('x, / f/iTxjSju/a^Cs))) (ds) V H^x) 1 > Pi ""J M*' 3 '^«,*^)) (ds) p ' H ffl (x) V 7 u^Cx)) ,...,u(/J k (x))) , X e G,
where F e C(Gx B m+k ,B), f^e C(G 2 x B,B), tf^ e C(G,G), ¿j=1,..m,, e C(G.G), i=1,...,k are given functions, Hj(x), j=1,..,m are given sets and ot^Cx) < x, fcCx) < x, H^Cx) c, G(x) for j-, • • •m* i-"1, • • • ,k, x 6 G.
We assume that i® contained in p^-dimensional hyperplane (1 < p . < n) which is parallel to the coordinate Let A'={ij p ± =n}, B'={i; 1< P;L < n}.
By changing the notation if necessary, we may assume that A' = {1,... w k 0 }, B'= {k Q + 1,...,m}.
We define the sets (TjC .{i,... j=1,,..,m, in the following way« if the axis Qx^ is parallel to the p^-dimensional hyperplane in which the set HjCx) is contained, then i e Put = ^»...jttJ-ffj.
For each x e G and ¿j=1,...,m we introduce the set Gij(x) by Gj(x) = js s s = (ft, b b ), s t = ^ for t^ ,
where/(p^,..., ^ = (p^ 0 and H..(x)c:
We adopt the following notations:
Por an arbitrary function z G C(G,B) we define z(|J(x)) » ihe equation (1) we will be writing in the form
There are various problems which, lead to integral-functional equations of type (2) . Perhaps the simplest problem in the theory of differential equations which leads to a Volterra integral-functional equation of type (2) with n=1 is the initial-value problem for the ordinary differential--functional equations of the neutral type u(t) = P(t,u(otj(t)) .....¿(jyt))),, te [Q,a],u(0)=0.
The various initial value problems for the partial hyperbolic differential-functional equation of the neutral type
=n(T nU) )>
where r^ = i^P (x) = ,..., 1 f *{x)) .
-165 - Existence theorems ¡of the solution of equation (2) are proved by the use of the comparative method. A general formulation of this method can be found in the paper [10] .
If we assume that P and f ^ satisfy the Lipschitz condition with respect to all variables except x or x,s respectively, then we prove under certain additional assumptions concerning of functions oij and the Lipschitz coefficients that there exists exactly one (in a certain class of functions) continuous solution of (2). This solution is the limit of sequence of successive approximations.
The essential fact on our considerations is that we do not assume that lipschitz coefficients of the function P k with respect k last variables satisfies T~! 1J < 1, but i=1 1 the weak condition (see Remark 4 and Lemmas 3» 4-, 5j 6, 7).
Assumptions and Lemmas
Troughout this paper we use the following notations and definitions.
Por . Suppose that the set H^(x) is contained in a p^-dimensional hyperplane (1 ^ p^ < n) parallel to the p^ coordinates axes. We denote this hyperplane by S^(x). Let the set H^(x+h) be contained in a p^-dimensional hyperplane S^(x+h) parallel to the hyperplane S^(x). There exists a vector t^(x,h) e R n such that the set -t^(x,h) + H^(x+h) is contained in S^(x 
uniformly with respect to x e G (the sign -denotes the symmetric difference of two sets). (5) z
respectively. The solutions z and z of (5) and (6) respectively are unique in the set M(G,R + ) of non-negative and upper semicontinuous functions.
2°
The functions z and z are solutions of the equations By the inequality (¿^Kx) 4 fc^hHx), i=D,1,2,..., x e G, we have the uniform convergence in G of the series
i=0,1,2,...,x e G, then from the uniform convergence of the series (4) we infer the uniform convergence of the following series oo
x £ G and Vz 6 M(G,R + ).
With the observations the conclusion that T j M(G,R + ) -^M(G,R + ) is proved. Now we prove that the operator T is a contraction. \ x e G J For z,w e M(G,R + ) we have
Indeed from the inequality e^ -1 < (4e t for jue[0,l] , t ^ Ot we have the following estimations
Finally we have the inequality
• Iu(Gd(x))). We prove that z e C(G,R + ). The solution z of equation (5) which means that z is a solution of (7). If we let r in the relation (14) we obtain Z(x) = i(x) * (7 s)(x) , x eG,,
How we prove that z is a unique solution of (7) in the set M0(G,R+). Let z e MQ(G,E+) is a solution of (7) then
i.e. z is the solution of equation (5). This equation has only the solution z, thus it results that z = z. Thus the proof of 2° is completed. Now we are going to prove 3°. Let us suppose that z*e M 0 (G,R + ) is a solution of the inequality (10).
We obtain easily for r=1,2,... and x e G r-1
Because z*e M 0 (G,R + ) then for some c e R + we have 0 < z*(x) ^ c•z(x) for x e G and by (9) the last inequality imply lim U r z )(x) = 0 uniformly with respect to xeG). 1> -*oo Making r in (16) tend to <x> we get (17) z*(x) < (V z*)(x), xeG.
-175 - (22) we get easily by induction. The convergence of the sequence {w r j is implied by (22). Because w r e C(G,R + ) it follows that the limit w of the sequence |w r j is an upper semicontinuous function. From (21) it follows that w satisfies inequality (10) . According the assertion of Lemma 1 we infer that w(x) = 0 for x e G. The uniform convergence of the sequence {w r j follows from Dini's theorem.
3. Some remarks and further lemmas Now we give some effective conditions under which assumptions 2° -4° of Hg are fulfilled.
Lemma 3« Assume that Now we prove the convergence of the series (4) of Hg. At first we find that m n (25) (^kxxx^r n (s^-OX! Vv ¿j=1 s e 6\j p=1
for xtG, r=0,1,... . It is obvious that (25) is true for r=0.
-179 -Let us suppose that inequality (25) is true for r > 0 and x e G then we have
•(¿w n ? (26) is true for r=0. Let us suppose that inequality (26) is true for r > 0 and x e S then we have k
Now we obtain (26) by induction. Hence and by assumption 4° of Lemma 5 we get the convergence of the series (4) The inequality for i=0 is obvioua. Let us suppose that inequality (27) is true for i > 0 and x e G then we have
Now we obtain (27) by induction. From this estimation and the assumption 4° of this Lemma we get the convergence of the series (3) of H 5 . The inequality for i=0 is obvious. Let us suppose that inequality (28) is true for 1^.0 and x e G then we have
'thn w nt 
Kow we obtain (29) by induction. Prom this and from the assumptions 1° -3° of this Lemma we get the convergence of the series (3). Similary we prove the convergence of the series (4) of Hg.
The existence and uniqueness of a solution of equation (2)
We introduce the following assumption H^. Suppose that» where z is defined in Lemma 1 for h,K,L defined by 2° of Assumption Hj and sequence {wr| is defined by the relations (21). P r 0 o f. We prove that (31) is fulfilled. For r=0 this inequality is evidently satisfied. If we assume that ||ur(jc) -u0(x)" < r(x) for x G G and for r > 0 then we have -o prove that the solution u of (2) is unique in the class considered. Let us suppose that there exists another solution u of equation (2) and u e X(G,B).
It is easy to check that the function z 
